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By Gwyneth Harold Davidson

Marlon James is a big deal. He is the winner
of the 2015 Man
Booker Prize –

arguably the world’s most
prestigious prize for a novel in
English literature, and I am
proud that a book written by a
born yah Jamaican writer has
been so recognised.
His book, A History of Seven
Killings, breaks ground in the
use of English, freeing up more
writers to expand the boundaries
of Jamaican English in
literature. James describes his
writing as beyond post colonial,
a state where the dominant
cultural reference is the USA
and not the UK. He suggests that
today’s creative writers from the
Caribbean are more expressive
of who they are, as opposed to
who they are not. If beyond post
colonialism puts the USA at the
heart of the progressive
Jamaican experience, I fear we
may have exchanged black
dawg fi monkey.
I believe James when he said, “I’d spent seven years
in an all-boys school [Wolmer’s]: 2,000 adolescents in
the same khaki uniforms striking hunting poses,
stalking lunchrooms, classrooms, changing rooms,
looking for boys who didn’t fit in.” However, I
question his statement that he received a colonial
education and that he first became informed about
Caribbean history and literature at The University of
theWest Indies, Mona. In a few interviews, the picture
that James paints of the suburban secondary school in
Jamaica is one of an educational system stuck in
colonialism. This is completely against my memory of
secondary school, and I was attending school in the

same time and space as he – 30 years after
independence in the Cross Roads area of Kingston.
I fear that James may be reflecting the sentiment of

Trinidadian author, V.
S. Naipaul of an earlier
age, who said “we
pretended to be real, to
be learning, to be
preparing ourselves for
life, we mimic men of
the New World.”
At the school that I
attended, St Hugh’s
High School, we had
three Jamaican
spinsters who set the
tone for the culture in
the school:
Mathematics teacher,
netball player, and
Principal, Marjorie
Thomas; physical
education mistress,
English teacher and
Vice Principal,
Margaret McIntosh;
and English teacher
and all round
motivator, Daphnie

Morrison. They were unified in giving our Jamaican
experience authority above any foreign cultural
expression.
Let me give an example: hair is at the vanguard of
culture wars, and it says something about an all girls’
school when there was no restriction on the styling of
natural hair. You were expected to wear your hair in
keeping with wearing a uniform (neat and clean), that
was about it. I remember Antoinette was spoken to
after appearing with the letter “A” shaved in the side
of her Chinese head; but singleton plaits were in
vogue at the school, while at that same time they were
being banned in banks and corporate business
settings.

Our inter-house competitions included Culturama,
incorporating the visual and the performing arts. I
won a prize for floral arranging using plants from our
yard, not imported flowers. We visited the National
Gallery of Jamaica, and had art classes at Port Royal
and in the Cross Roads market where respect was
shown to the vendors for allowing us to sketch their
stalls. We did geography field trips to the
government’s prize farming project, Spring Farm;
visited Ewarton Bauxite factory and also a sugar
estate; we toured the state-of-the-art Jamaica
Conference Centre when it opened. These are not
cosmopolitan affairs, but they gave us children a sense
of dignity about fi wi owna place.

OUR OWN LENSES
The academic teaching included mandatory History
up to Grade 11, which meant you would have been
exposed to Caribbean and American history as well as
European History. We discussed current affairs in
Form Time. I remember that Nicola was the only one
who had read the Gleaner editorial the day after
Russia invaded Afghanistan. By the end of Grade 11,
each girl would have been exposed to three novels by
African writers, three plays by Shakespeare, three or
more American novels and of course writing by
Caribbean and European writers. We were not
mimicking the New World, we were learning about
the world through our own lenses. Now, I really
wanted to know if the boys down at Heroes Circle had
been, as James seems to say, locked up in a
Dickensian world.
James says that he yearned for Jeanie Hastings’ pop
music show. Many of us were also listening to
Michael Campbell, the Dread at the Control - both on
JBC Radio 1. I felt the same amount of thrill to see my
friend Toni dance Dinki Mini across the stage, as I did
when Michael Jackson showed us the Moonwalk on
MTV. The bus stop was where we saw our stars, the
future models, diplomats, sports sensations and
musicians of our era, and we were all going through
puberty and acne together.

Continued on P. 30

THE VINTAGE OF THE ‘80S WINEPRESS
A questioning of the kind of secondary education Jamaica had available in prize winning author’s 1980s

Marlon James, should he get a demerit?
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